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LOCK STARS 2018 Product Descriptions  

 
You hold the key to your lock collection with LOCK STARS figures, the collectable lock accessory that’s full of surprises! 
With mischievous monsters, super sweet unicorns, crazy cavemen, feisty lil pups and many more characters, the time 
has come to unlock the LOCK STARS madness! These cute, lock characters are the ultimate decorative accessory to clip 
onto kids’ backpacks, shoes, lunchboxes, and more. Each figure comes with a key to unlock a special hidden surprise 
inside. Each collection is a reflection of kids’ personal style, so they can lock ‘em and swap ‘em with their friends and 
flaunt which LOCK STARS character they choose to rock. Kids will lock onto LOCK STARS figures and accessorize their 
collections with fun charms and mystery mini lock pals (mini locks are randomly assorted). 
 
LOCK STARS Figures Assortment  
(Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $4.99/Available: Spring 2018) 
Kids can express and “lock on” their style with LOCK STARS collectable lock accessories that are full of surprises. Each 
LOCK STARS figure features a character with a key that unlocks a hidden surprise inside - just insert the key into the lock 
and turn to open to reveal the surprise inside. Accessorize your LOCK STARS figures with the included charms and mini 
lock pals to add extra flair. Rock these adorable locks on backpacks, shoes, or link an entire chain of LOCK STARS 
together to show off your collection! Kids will love to collect various characters including monsters, animals, and other 
funky characters to help them express their own personal style! LOCK STARS come with one lock, two charms, and a 
mystery mini lock pal. Each sold separately. New waves to launch throughout the year. LOCK STARS are for decorative 
use only and are not a security device. Available at select retailers nationwide and on HasbroToyShop.com. 
 
 
 


